REAL NEWS Turn to page 6 for
this week's issue of The Pointer.

Libyan leader Gadhafi blames stolen childhood for troubles, page 3 ....

We think kitty cots are cute, page 5
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Gov. Walker steals
coffee for budget
SAM FELD
KAITLYN LUCKOW

Walking through the streets of
Stevens Point this week has been tiring to say the least without the extra
kick of coffee.
Elsa Weber woke up on Monday
morning and went to go make her
daily pot of coffee only to find an
empty bag of grinds.
"I was stunned and then I thought
who would do such a horrible thing?
At first I thought maybe one of my
five hundred cats, but they're not evil
enough. This is so evil and immoral,
something only someone would do if
they were Scott Walker."
Scott Walker is indeed responsible.
Stories of coffee theft have swept
the state all week long. Students and •
professors alike are dropping left and
right while the seven coffee shops

in Stevens Point struggle to find a
replacement, for black tea just isn't
enough. The entire NFAC has collapsed, protests have ensued (and not
lasted long), and all the animals have
escaped from the CNR because students have fallen asleep while watching them.
A Brewhaus barista witnessed a
coffee theft first hand. In the early
morning, she went to open up the
coffee shop when she saw a shadow
flinging bags of coffee out into a truck
behind the DUC.
"I was terrified. I didn't know
it was coffee at first because who
would ever do something like that?"
she said.
When asked about this coffee
theft, Scott Walker only had two
words to say: "Budget Cuts."

.

See Coffee, page 2
Photo by Samantha Feld

Students all over the UWSP campus
passed out from lack of coffee.

New Pokemon Masters program at OW-Stevens Point
KAITLYN LUCKOW
kluck79 l@uwsp .ed u

The University of WisconsinStevens Point announced a new masters program that will be starting next
year: a Pokemon masters program.
The program is large with 150
credits to earn in order to get the
degree. The 150 credits compose of
150 Pokemon. Pokemon are creatures
that resemble animals, they just have
bigger eyes and are more colorful.
Some Pokemon resemble uglier things
such as rocks or goo. "Pokemon are
important in life and can be your best
friends," said Professor Samuel Oak,
creator of the Pokedex, and head of
the master's program.
-Classes in the program include
classes such as "Walking through Tall
Grass," and "How Not To Break Your
Pokeballs." Another class has students memorize the ever-challenging
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Poke-rap.
The main focus however, will
be on the battle aspect of becoming a Pokemon Master. In order to
gain credits, the students must
battle with their
little monsters
and gain specialty badges along
the way. During
battles students will
fight each other and
even other professors, the gym leaders.
They will use their own
Pokemon's special attack powers
such as charge and harden. They
will fight until their opponent's
Pokemon have fainted; no one
ever dies, because that's just
too violent.
Some students are excited
about the new program.
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11-12

"I want to be the very best like
no one ever was/ said Ash Ketchum.
While some seem genuinely
interested learning, others want to
enter the program for different
reasons. "I'm in it
for the ladies,"
said Brock, who
does not seem
to have a last
name.
Not everyone is excited
about the program.
Students
Jesse and James
expressed their weariness of the program
and said that they
would be ready to take
action if need be to see
that it does not succeed.
"Prepare for trouble, and

make it double. To protect the world
from devastation, to unite all people's
within our nation. To denounce the
evils of truth and love, to extend our
reach to the stars above. Jesse. Jani.es.
Team Rocket; blast off at the speed of
light. Surrender now, or prepare to
fight."
The students can choose three
emphasis's at the beginning of the
program: Bulbasaur, Charmander,
and Squirtle. All of three of these
choices have their strengths and
weaknesses, the choice the most
important of a student's whole academic career.
"Squirtle, squirtle squirtle,
SQUIRTLE!" said Squirtle on why
students should choose and emphasis
with him.
The new Pokemon masters program will start next fall. If interested,
contact Professor Oak.
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Kleefisch divorces husband, cites how
aWful he is at certain things
FRANKLIN ALBERT MOORE
fbmoore@uwsp.edu

Lieutenant Governor Rebecca
Kleefisch, in a recent interview elaborated on her comments on gay marriage. She explained that she, in fact,
is opposed to all marriage because it
leads to indecency.
Kleefisch yesterday announced
her divorce to her husband, Joel, also
a member of the Wisconsin State
Assembly.
"Today I'm announcing my
husband and I are getting divorced
because ever since we got married
I can't seem to get him off his fat
butt and do some work around the
house," she said.
Joel was unable to be reached for
comment, but his answering machine
said it all.
"Hi you've reached Joel, I'm not
h-he-here r-r-ri-right n-n-now," he
said in assumptive tears before the
message cut off.
Kleefisch explained further on
her divorce and her reasons why.
"Back when we were campaign-

ing I compared gay marriage to
Ms. Kleefisch' s alleged handling of
a clock, but really I should have
a situation at a budget meeting last
just said all marriage is stupid.
month where she walked in a room
Because eventually people have
wearing almost nothing and sat down
on Walker's lap and told him she'd "been
sex and that's just wrong.
Especially when you do it with
waiting to sit down all damn day."
Kleefisch continues to gamer support
someone like Joel Kleefisch,"
from her conservative base, but the left is
she said.
Governor Scott Walker
accusing her of mishandling her job.
commented on the divorce
Governor Jim Doyle has come out of his
after Kleefisch stood up
moldy basement that he was cowering in after
at the podium without
his decision not to run for reelection.
her husband.
"I think that Scott Walker and that a-hole
"I support Ms.
Rebecca for Real are the worst thing that this state
Kleefisch in all of her
has known since peanut butter, and let me tell you
endeavors, even
how that debacle went," he said.
if she is drinking
He didn't actually continue though, he just kind of
Four Loko all day
cut off and looked off into space for a while.
long and can't
Peter Barca, the brave Assembly minority leader of
tell if I'm the
the last few weeks, came out and told Walker and his
Governor or
partner that they have broken open meetings laws by not
her chair to
informing the public that they were able to sE!e Kleefisch in
sit on," he
her underwear for last month's odd display.
"Sir, I demand to be recognized! We all deserve, the people
said.
H e
of Wisconsin deserve to see Ms. Kleefisch naked just like we
w a s
do," he said at a hearing on the meeting.
referWhat is to become of the Walker administration is unknown
ring
as fringe leftist groups like the Democratic Party hold recalls on
t 0
the Republicans, but we know one thing in Wisconsin: Walker and
Kleefisch sure do make one heck of a team! Go Badgers!

Coffee/blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah
continued from page I

An insider tells us that Scott
Walker thinks that coffee is immoral and is the cause for the overall
demise of our nation.
Now the only question is: Where
is the coffee being stored?
Logan Carlson, head of the
UWSP News Army led a state-wide

search for the coffee. Through spiffy
technology, disguise and great
investigative technique, Sam Feld,
with the help of her own creation,
the X-Ray Camera Ring found that
all of the coffee was being stored in
one place: Scott Walker's office.
Who knew that Scott Walker
was such a Justin Beiber fan? Aaron
Osowski, the spitting image of Justin

Beiber, knocked on Walker's door and
Walker invited him in to satisfy his
Beiber Fever.
Walker soon reafized Osowski' s
true identity, but it was too late,
Osowski saw Walker drinking all of
the coffee.
So, get your sharpies ready
because this is something to protest
about.
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................................................. Ubbegumbee
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............................................. Doctor Doom
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Editorial Policies
The Pointer is a student-run
newspaper published weekly
for the University of WisconsinStevens Point. The Pointer staff is
solely responsible for content and
editorial policy.
No article is available for
inspection prior to publication.
No article is available for further
publication without expressed
written permission of The Pointer
staff.
The Pointer is printed Thursdays
during the academic year with
a circulation of 2,500 copies. The
paper is free to all tuition-paying
students. Non-student subscription
price is $10 per academic year.
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Letters to the editor can be
mailed or delivered to The Pointer,
104 CAC, University of Wisconsin
- Stevens Point, Stevens Point, WI
54481, or sent by e-mail to pointer@
uwsp.edu. We reserve the right to
deny publication of any letter for
any reason. We also reserve the
right to edit letters for inappropriate
length or content. Names will be
withheld from publication only if
an appropriate reason is given.
Letters to the editor and all
other material submitted to The
Pointer becomes the property of The
Pointer.
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Gadh.afi reveals emotional childhood
AARON OSOWSKI
aosow8 I 2@uwsp.ed u

As the United States and other
UN nations continue to bombard
Libyan military targets with air
strikes, some very revealing news is
coming to light from the country's
capitol, Tripoli.
Libyan Leader and Colonel
Muammar Gadhafi said on statebroadcast television on Tuesday that the
United States and its allies have no part
in interfering in Libyan affairs and that
the international community does not
understand him.

,,L2unoA seM I ual.lM saa.Il qllr!p pue
rreqlOOJ AeJd 'saun.1 Aauoo1 l.l::>leM
Ol aiqe seM I ){U!lll noA oa,,
·ueq:pe8 moIJ sam12 ynJaHds reuoJs
-e;:,;:,o paAJa::>a1 A{llO spoda1 ssaUlJM
-aAa Ol 2U!pio::>::>e lnq 'xauaaDI JO xoq
e l{l!M Aqmau seM meppg: Jeppe()
paAes 1e1aua8 ueAqn ·smal )J::>eq 2U!
-ll.l2H uaas aq pynm lnq 'luamalels SN
2U!mp lUt?!PP paU!ema1 JJt?l{Pt?8
,,·am:> l,uop Aal.ll asne::>ag 'lt?l.ll MOU){
Ol lUt?M l,uop Aal.l.L ·lel.ll MOU){ l,uop
Aal.ll lng ·dn 2U!MO~ seM I ual.lM
pOOl.lPTil.P rea1 e aAe'l Ol l02 IaAaU I,,
·pJes· !Jel.lPt?8 ,,'am a2pnf S! op Aal.ll
ne - i\l!llnllllllO::> 1euonewalU! a'll Aq
lno pa12U!s · 2U!aq JO pa1n m ,I,,

to the problem.
"The United States is concerned first
and foremost with the citizens of Libya,"
Obama said. "But we cannot just stand
by and watch as their leader descends
further into an emotional breakdown.
Something must be done."
Enter UN Resolution 1974. Led
by efforts on the part of Obama and
French President Nicolas Sarkozy,
the resolution states that "the UN
and its member states will seek,
through multilateral action, to repair
the emotional state of Libyan Leader
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"I think it is well past due that
we have a talk with Mr. Gadhafi,"
Sarkozy said. "Enough is enough.
Sometimes you just
have to say, 'Let's
hug it out, bitch.'"
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Pointer Place Town Homes

Gadhafi's mouth waters at the sight of the cookies, he is hungy.

Off-Campus Housing
Groups of 5 or 6
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Newly Constructed in Fall 2008
Huge Townhouse layout (1975 sq/ft)
Oversized Single Bedrooms
2 Full Baths - 1 Half Bath
Cable & Internet All Rooms
Washer & Dryer in each unit
2 Refrigerators

•

FREE HEAT

•
•

FREE Parking
..
$1525.00 per semester/person

Free City Bus Service to and from campus
directly from your doorstep
More Info:

www.pointerplace.com
or Call 252-6169 or 340-03 81

l
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LOGAN CARLSON
Lcar15S5@uwsp.edu

Governor
Scott Walker took
the unprecedented and dramatic
step of seceding
Wisconsin
from the United
States of America
on Tuesday and
declared himself
Grand Emperor
of the Kingdom of
FitzWalkerstan.
" A f t e r
Represena ti ve
Mark Pocan suggested the idea
during the debate
over the Budget
Repair Bill, I said
to myself 'that
actually sounds
like a good idea to
be honest,"' said
Walker. ''I'm taking the advice of
President George
W. Bush when he
said things would
be easier if this
was a dictatorship."
Following
the secession of
Fitz Walkers tan,

Walker dissolved both the Senate and
Assembly, placing the Democratic
members in jail as political prisoners.
The Republican members were· given
key positions inside Walker's government as a reward for their persistence
in passing Walker's priorities since
taking office.
"The Wisconsin Legislature will
no longer be of any concern to the
people of FitzWalkerstan. The last remnan of WISConsin have been swept

actions. Stevens Point Mayor Andrew
Halverson has lead a citizen uprising
that has taken over the armory in the
city, and plans _on using it as a command and control center to further the
resistance towards Walker's advances.
When
questioned
about
Halverson' s rebellion, Walker said,
"Any attack made by the rebels
against the government would be
a useless gesture, no matter what
arms or intelligence they may have

"adoq AJUO mo clJ,nox
·p1o~U!cld: ssn}I 'sn d1aH "lcl)JJl!M .}SU!e~e a1~
-~Ill.}s s!q-l U! sn sd1aq aq -1eq-1 ~aq aM MON ";)"Q
uo~u!qseM U! a-1e-1s aq-1 paAias aq o~e sma~
away forever. I have appointed former
Republican members of the legislature
to act as regional governors. They will
have direct control over their territories. Fear will keep the local municipalities in line. Fear of my power."
Walker has reformed former
National Guard units to form the
FitzWalkerstan National Army in
preparation for any internal reprisals
from those groups who planned a
rebellion after his actions.
However, not all units have
willingly transitioned to Walker's

obtained. My government is the new
ultimate power in the region and I
plan on using it."
Halverson made a plea to former
U.S. Senator Russ Feingold to lead the
rebellion against Walker: "Years ago
he served the state in Washington D.C.
Now we beg that he helps us in this
struggle against Walker. Help us, Russ
Feingold. You're our only hope."
Walker brushed off concerns of
Feingold getting involved in the current conflict. "Surely he must be dead
by now. The progressives are all but

extinct. Their fire has gone out in
FitzWalkerstan."
Following Walker's actions,
President Obama held a press conference where he made a personal plea
towards Feingold: "Why don't you
take a look around? You know what's
about to happen, what they're up
against. They could use a good leader
like you Russ."
Feingold released an initial
statement in response to pleas from
both Obama and Halverson, stating,
"Attacking FitzWalkerstan ain't my
idea of courage. It's more like suicide."
Anonymous sources close to
Feingold, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because they were
not authorized to speak to the press,
re.veal that he hasn't made up his final
decision at this time.

Russ is the man!!!!! Booyah!

Baseball Dissidents to Start ~ca!ta League
off the ground. That's why I will be
overseeing the financial operations to
make sure that this league not only
Remember the XFL? It was a gets off the ground, but is profitable."
football league that was created in Rose, a legend from the Cincinnati
the early 2000' s to make the sport of Reds, has faced much scrutiny for his
football a little more extreme. When alleged gambling problems while he
it was introduced, I was playing NFL was playing. If interested in investBlitz 2000 on the N64, and was thrilled ing, he said to go to Scooter's Pub on
to see a real life league of the anything 5th Street in Cincinnati and ask for
goes attitude in the game. It was only · Marty.
around for a few years, but it has Chicago Cubs legend turned enviapparently made a significant enough ronmental activist Sammy Sosa has
impact to inspire baseball to spawn also expressed interest in the game.
the same sort of creation in 2011.
He has been working with the Cork
Barry Bonds has been in the news Brothers to find eco-friendly altera lot lately for alleged steroid use, but natives to wood and metal bats.
· it seems he is taking the opportunity "Resource exploitation and environof the limelight to announce the cre- mental degradation are things that
ation of the "X-treme League of Base- face our world today. Things like
ballers." Game play is scheduled wood and steel aren't as easy to come
to begin in the fall of 2012, and the by anymore. The number of bats
slogan "Take that MLB, this is the end
of your world," has been trending on
Twitter foreshadowing a shift in the
world of baseball.
In a press release issued by
Bonds' manager/ doctor, the league
was started "to not let formalities and
procedure get in the way of the best
possible game play from an already
action intensive sport. It'll be like the
MLB on drugs."
Along with Bonds, baseball legend Pete Rose has been working hard
to start this up again.
"In times of economic downturn,
we need to ensure that great ideas
like Barry's have the chance to get
MONTGOMERY BANKS
mindurbeeswax@yup.com

used in baseball is having a terrible
impact on the environment, and we
need to find a solution to make sure
the game can be played not only
today, but in the future by our kids."
Sosa was the eye of much attention
a few years ago when a bat he was
using was discovered to be filled
with cork, making the foll go much
farther when hit compared to a wood
or metal bat.
In addition to some procedural changes and a star-studded cast
of investors and contributors, game
play is also expected to be "updated
to 21st Century expectations," said
Bond. "You kno~ how, like, baseball
people sometimes say is like boring?
Well dude just wait."
Although a full list of changes has
not yet been made pubic, it was hinted
that another base would be added,

bringing the number of bases from
three to four.
Mark McGuire, retired baseball
legend, claimed credit for this. "I took
a break from watching Days of Our
lives because I'm mad at the writers, so
I went and hung out at this park and
there was a group of kids playing kickball. But it wasn't kickball, they called
it Big Base and it had four bases. They
finally let me play and it was awesome.
I figured if kickball is fun with two
bases and Big Base is super fun with
three bases, then it'll be the same with
baseball." He went on to add that he
"totally kicked those middle school
kids butts [in the game] and that they
should think twice about calling him a
dingle-berry."
There is expected to be 18 teams
in the first year of the league. So far
confirmed are the Fargo Fanny Busters,
the Trenton Vrrus, the Wichita Tree
Climbers, and the Phoenix Polar Bears.
It is reported that Park Ridge,
Wisconsin is considering putting in
a bid with the team. Officials from
the town have been in contact with
Bonds for the past two months. Park
Ridge is a tiny parcel of land mostly
surrounded by Stevens Point that
maintains separate city status. If they
get it, that's good news for Stevens
Point, as it is currently unreported
as to whether or not there exists a
stadium, or even a vacant lot, within
the tiny metropolis. Suggestions for
team names can be mailed to the Park
Ridge city council.
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A day in the life of my cat
MADISON HEID
mhei d209@uwsp.edu

Zoey the cat is very, very busy. she rounds the corner, she confronts
Being a cat in the Heid household her first obstacle - a box. Zoey is
isn' t something to take lightly. Her . very interested in boxes. Like a moth
day is chockfull of engagements that drawn to the flame, she has to hop
she just can't ignore.
inside and sit there for a while.
Her day starts
After setting a spell in the box,
off with a stretch she realizes how far behind she is on
and a lick on her her schedule, and presses on towards
owners'
bed. her couch cushion. Surprisingly, not
She has to get many more obstacles are encountered
up when the until she reaches her final destinafemale owner tion. This particular couch cushion
gets up, because has the mark of Zoey imprinted on it.
she
receives Instead of being a fluffy, happy couch
her daily treats. cushion, it is more of a sad, droopy
Zoey needs her couch cushion. She makes her way
sustenance for the up to her throne, and circles for a
day if she'll be able good minute until feeling comfortable
to make it all of the enough to sit.
way through.
About 4 hours of sleeping later~
After the treat-eather schedule is still tight. She
ing, she heads
jumps up, and makes her
for her mornway back to ground level.
ing
bathBefore moving on with her
room
run.
It is
schedule, she notices some·mundane, but necessary.
thing shiny and clear on
Conveniently, her food
the ground. She soon
and water are located
realizes it is her favorite
near her bathroom area,
toy to chase around the
so she has a bite to eat.
• house - a clear plastic
Once the morning rou' fastener. Of course, she
tine is completed, it is time
must bat that around for
to start her day.
a good 15 minutes to get
She begins to make the
her exercise in.
epic journey from her food
Around 2 p.rn., Zoey
and water to her favorite
is substantially fatigued
couch cushion. The task sounds
from the minutes of exersimple, but there are factors that
cise she had to endure.
could slow her approach. As
This time, her male owner
had just stood up from sitting in the recliner for a while. Zoey
saw this as a prime opportunity to
be the "warm spot stealer." She trots
over and hops up on the recliner, and
makes herself happy in the warm

~

recliner spot. She knew this was a
prime spot, and wasn't about to move
anytime soon for anyone.
A brief 5 hour nap seemed to suffice for Zoey, and it was back on the
rigid schedule. Now, it was time for
dinner arid a bowel movement. She
took care of both of these things pretty
quickly, and then her favorite time of
the night was here. Around 8:00 p.m.
every night, it seemed as though both
of Zoey' s owners would retire to the
recliners to watch
some television.
This meant that
two extremely

comfortable laps would be open for
business.
Zoey raced to her female owner's
side and jumped up onto her lap. For
a good hour, she stayed curled up
on her owner's lap until the owner
became restless. The hour of 9:00
p.m. until 10:00 p.m. is always an
awkward time for Zoey. Her owners
are slowly getting things ready for
to.morrow, and preparing themselves
for bed.

ffieO

One last bathroom stop ended
Zoey' s extremely busy day. She meanders over to her owners' bed, and
nestled into her spot right between
both of them. Zoey is happy with her
day, and knows she better get a go~d
8 hours of sleep in. Her schedule will
be tough to keep up with, if it is anything like this day was.
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THE POINTLESS
Guys Like Us: The New Lives of NFL Players
AUGUSTUS MARCELLINO-MERWIN
amarc54 3@uwsp.edu

With the shadow of a lockout
looming over the National Football
League, many people are o(ficially
out of work. While football fans will
miss the constant entertainment that
the game pr9vides, the people who
are actually employed by the NFL
will miss out on paychecks, · health
care, and a portion of their career.
Considering the lack of a multimillion dollar income for an entire
year, many players have been forced
to take on a separate job in order
to supplement their lifestyle. Some
have turned to such establishments
as local gyms and training facilities so
that they may lend their professional
expertise to the athletes of tomorrow.
Others have decided to use the year
off as a reason to return to school
and continue their education. With
a career in the NFL shining like a
lighthouse in the distance for many
college players, a degree falls by the
wayside in many cases, and these
young men forgo graduation for a
paycheck. Now with the urging of
their mothers and lawyers some players have returned to the classroom to
pursue degrees in various areas such
as physical training, biochemistry,
and washing machine repair.
"A lot of guys have been doing
nothing but playing football since they
were 13-years-old," said Patriots quar- .
terback Tom Brady. "Most people don't
know this, but in the last few years
I've been utilizing my drop dead good
looks to begin a career in modeling. I
already have contracts with Victoria's
Secret and Aeropostale to go along
with my own line of UGG boots."
Brady of course was voted the
number one least liked NFL player
by . fans, Sports Writers of America,
and everyone employed by the NFL,
excluding Bill Belichick who was
voted least liked coach.
Green Bay defensive lineman
Johnny Jolly is another player currently searching for a new line of
work during these hard times. Jolly,
who sat out the entire 2010-2011 season due to legal troubles, has become
the Lil Wayne of the NFL. His problems stemmed from a prior arrest for
possession of codeine syrup. Under
the terms of his deal Jolly would have
his charges dropped if he could stay
out of trouble for a year. An entire
year without sippin on some Purple
Drank? I don't know about you, but
I don't think I could go that long,
and neither did Jolly. Just recently
he was arrested following a traffic
stop where police found 600 grams
of syrup in his Escalade. Prior to this
incident head coach Mike McCarthy
had stated that Jolly was definitely in
the organizations plans for the future.
However it's hard to play football
high, let alone from behind bars with
cuffs on your ankles. U~e the rest
of this article, the· whole paragraph
you just read is completely true.
Guys like Oay Matthews have
decided to take a break from the stresses

that the National Football League induces and realize some lifelong dreams.
"Football was never what I actually enjoyed. I only played to live up
to the family name and now that I've
done that I feel like it's time to do
what I'm really passionate about,"
said Matthews.

Clay Matthews can hand-plow a 20 acre field
of rocky soil in under an hour.

Matthews has grown out a beard
to complete his already stunning mane
and has parachuted d~ep into the
Canadian wilderness. Clay took with
him only a hatchet, a pocket knife,
and an ipod filled with Metallica and
Miley Cyrus. During his first day he
built a cabin and began to harvest sap
from the surrounding trees. On his
second day he wrestled a grizzly bear
to the ground and shaved him bald
so that he could make a suitable coat.
He taught a second bear to lie down
on his cabin floor so that he could
have the only living bearskin rug in
the world. On the weekends he walks
to a stream and catches salmon in his
teeth so he can have a fresh mountain
man dinner. The Discovery Channel
has already canceled all their shows
in order to provide 24/7 coverage of
"Matthews Mountain."
NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell
has remained optimistic that a deal will
be met before the start of the season,
despite the fact that he is being angrily
bombarded by nearly every player.
"I didn't do this to the NFL, the
players did," stated Goddell. "With
all their hip-hop music and their
Beamers, Benz, and Bentleys they
think they can call the shots and get
outrageous benefits like health care
added to their contracts. The Pioneers
didn't have it when they settled the
West, why should professional football players? It's not like they're constantly getting injured and receiving concussions and later developing
deadly addictions to pain killers."
In an effort to calm the waters
between the NFL and the players,
Goodell lowered his salary to $1.
Many throughout the League and
the nation saw this as a dramatic step
forward and a selfless act by a leader
trying to spearhead the negotiations.
Insiders, however, report that this is
not the case. The self induced pay-cut
was not a "for the good of the league"
type action. The move was actually
prompted by the job that Gooddell
had recently found for himself in the
midst of the lockout. As it turns out, a
portion of a stripper's paycheck generally comes a dollar at a time.
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Japan's nuclear crisis: Where to go from here?
rendous humanitarian disasters of
its time. However, what is perhaps
most prominent about this crisis is
Some of the greatest forces the damage it has done to some of
Mother Nature could conjure clashed Japan's nuclear power plants, most
with the grandeur of human science notably in the Fukushima Prefecture
when a deadly earthquake and tsuna- just north of Tokyo.
mi struck the Eastern Japanese coastThe Fukushima Daiichi plant has
six nuclear reactors at its facility, and
line on March 11.
With over 27,500 people either it's been reported that radioactive
dead or missing, Japan has been water is seeping from 4 of the 6 reacdealt one of tors' turbine rooms. How does this
the most happen?
horWell, in old boiling water reactors such as these, there are dozens of
~
holes that allow for control rods
~_
to be placed stopping
~_
nuclear fusion. At
~ '\._
-temperatures
of 350°F,
howAARON OSOWSKI

aosow8 I 2@uwsp.edu·

ever, these rods begin to melt, and
the water can seep from the reactor
vessels into broken pipes, eventually
into the turbine building and beyond.
At Fukushima Daiichi, nuclear
fuel rods that were spent were collected in "overcrowding pools" which,
under the conditions of the recent
catastrophe, caused fires and explosions at the plant.
There are very few alternatives
in disposing of nuclear waste such
as this, but one suggestion has been
to place the waste in salt mines. Tlµs,
says University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point Physics Professor Mick Veum,
brings up a new set of problems.
"The downside of that is that
you're concentrating all of it [the
waste] in one particular place," Veum
said. "Also, how do you decide who
to put it near?"
There currently is no clear-cut
solution for dealing with nuclear
waste, which is why Veum says he
is skeptical of fully backing nuclear
power.

Don't Eat That
'
One of the main concerns in the
aftermath of this nuclear crisis in
Japan is the food supply. There were
reports immediately after the leak of
the contamination of milk, spinach
and other leafy greens, and Japan's
health ministry recently created a
new list of contaminated foods.
Testing foods that were positive
for. either iodine-131 or cesium-137,
which are both radioactive, the ministry found that wasabi, cucumbers,
green onions as well as other foods
were also contaminated.

These radioactive materials only
have a half-life of eight days, meaning they will not cause harm after that
time. However, it's crucial that precautions are always taken before consuming potentially radioactive foods.
"The problem you run into is that
you ingest it and it has the potential to get into your bone structure,"
Veum said.
Radioactively
contaminated _
foods are of particular threat to
infants, who can develop thyroid cancer from certain isotopes.

What Next For Nuclear?
The Fukushima crisis has caused
other nations to reassess their use of
nuclear power, and Germany recently
completely phased out their nuclear
power program.
What the response will be within
the United States is yet to be seen. The
problems in dealing with waste and
contamination issues make nuclear
power always a risky option.
Veum stresses that Americans
need to know and care about where
their energy is coming from and how
it is being produced.
"I think it's really important for
people to be literate in the field and
to understand what the pros and cons
are of various ways of producing
energy," Veum said.
The alternative, Veum noted, is
to reduce our consumption and begin
to explore other ways ·of producing
energy outside of coal and nuclear.
He expressed some cynicism with
this idea, however.
"I don't know if we're going to
cut back or not," Veum said.

Stevens Point mayoral candidates spar at UWSP
DUSTIN KLEIN
dklei 02S@uwsp .edu

The University of WisconsinStevens Point Student Government
Association hosted a debate between
Stevens Point mayoral candidates
Andrew Halverson and Mike Wiza
on Tuesday.
The debate was held in the
Dreyfus University Center's Theater
and was attended by community
members and students.
The incumbent, Halverson, a
former UWSP SGA President, put a
strong focus on public transportation
and the ramifications that the Budget
Repair Bill will have on the city and
the student population.

"Public transportation is number
one for students," he said.
Wiza put a
strong emphasis
on keeping taxes
low and being fiscally responsible,
especially about
projects like the
Eagle Plumbing
building that was
torn down instead
Wiza
of recycled for
upgraded ~partments.
"It cost $6,000 to make that building safe, and I know we spent more
than $6,000 to tear it down," he said.
Halverson defended his action on

the building's status claiming that
it could have been
made safe, but
would have been
too hard to maintain as it needed
modern plumbing
and had no electricity flowing into
Halverson
it.
Another issue
that will affect the social lives of students in the tommunity was debated.
"The Square" is often the area that
is referred to by the farmer's market
where many students over the age
of 21 spend their Friday evenings.
Currently there are plans to move

forward with a redevelopment of that
area that will make it" pretty" as Wiza
called it.
The project will cost around $1
million, according to Wiza. Halverson,
however, claimed that the community
has desired the project for years.
"It's a very expensive proj- -·
ect ... but we have to decide, where
is the investment going to happen
and when are we going to decide?"
Halverson said.
The election occurs on April 5
and stud,ents can find their voting
information on the Stevens Point
website at www.stevenspoint.com or
at the Wisconsin Voter Public Access
website at www.vpa.wi.gov.
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NEWS
Budget Repair Bill blocked for second time

LOGAN CARLSON
1carl55 5@uwsp.edu

Dane County Judge Maryann
Sumi has blocked Scott Walker's controversial Budget Repair Bill for the
second time in as many weeks on
Tuesday. Sumi had _initially ordered
an injunction on the bill, preventing its implementation on March 18
untiJ a fuU hearing could be held to
determine the legality of Republicans
by-passing Wisconsin's open meetings law.
In her statement, Sumi said
she was either "misunderstood or
ignored" when she ruled that the law
could not go into effect.
Under Wisconsin· state law,
"Public notice of every meeting of
a governmental body shall be given
at least 24 hours prior to the com• mencement of such meeting unless
for good cause such notice is impossible or impractical, in which case
shorter notice may be given, but in
no case may the notice be provided
less than two hours in advance of the

meeting."
The Conference Committee that
was held that passed an amended
version of the Budget Repair Bill
that would later be approved by
both houses of the legislature was
announced at 4:00 p.m. and held at
• 6:00 p.m. on March 9. The Senate
later voted that rtight, without any
Democratic senators present.
Democrats argue that there was
no good cause to rush to hold such a
meeting and pass the bill. Republicans ·
claim they were not held to state stat~
ute as special session rules indicate
that no prior notice is needed for
any meeting, only that such meetings
are posted on the legislative bulletin
board.
Sumi' s . initial order prevented
Secretary of State Doug La Follete
from publishing the Budget Repair
Bill, which he is required by law to
· do within ten days of the law being
signed by Governor Walker.
The Legislative Reference Bureau
published the law on Friday, issuing a statement saying they believed

the court order only referred to the .
Secretary of State. The statement also
read they do not believe that by the
LRB publishing the bill, that it was
actual law.
Walker disagreed with this opinion and started implementing the bill
as if it were law.
Department of Administration
Secretary Mike Huebsch announced
on Monday that the state was now
charging state employees more for
their health insurance and pension
contributions and no longer deducting union dues from employees-' pay
checks.
It is unclear whether the state
has stopped the implementation of
the bill, as the only. statement from
the.DOA following Tuesday's ruling
was that they. were reviewing Sumi' s
ruling.
Senate Majority Leader Scott
Fitzgerald said he was disappointed
in Sumi' s ruling and that "if a judge
is able to tell the legislature when to
convene, what bills to take up, how
to debate them, that's dangerous ter-

ritory."
The Fourth District Court of
Appeals issued an opinion on March
24 that moved the case directly to the
Wisconsin State Supreme Court.
In the opinion, the court declared
the case "presents significant" constitutional issues and as such "the
Supreme Court is the proper forum"
for the case to be decided.
This moves the case to the
Supreme Court, where a proxy battle over the bill is being fought in
the lead-up to next Tuesday's elections involving current Justice David
Prosser and his challenger JoAnne
Kloppenburg.
Prosser issued a press release in
December claiming that he would
work as a "compliment to both the
new administration and legislature."
One Wisconsin Now and Greater
Wisconsin Committee, both independent organizations, have been running television ads critical of David
Prosser, claiming a vote for Prosser
is a vote for Walker and the Budget
Repair Bill.

Wisconsin Supreme Court Election: April ·s, 2011

."'

David Prosser:
Born: Chicago, IL (age 68)

Current Position: Appointed to the
Supreme Com:t by Gov. Tommy
Thompson in 1998 and elected to a
10~year term in 2001.
Education:
BA in political science, DePauw
University, 1965
~ JD, University of Wisconsin Law
School, 1968
Website: www.justiceprosser.com

What educational, professional,
civic and community experiences
have you had that you believe qualify you for this elective office?

What educational, professional,
civic and community experiences
have you had that you believe qualify you for this elective office?

My 12 years as a Supreme Court
Justice an~ my most obvious qualification. I have written 132 majority opinions and participated in 900
published decisions. Eighteen former state bar presidents and many
judges have endorsed me based
on my performance. No other candidate has judicial experience. In
addition, I have worked at all levels of government and in. all three
branches of government: law teacher
(UW, . IUPUI); staff attorney, Office
of Criminal Justice; administrative
assistant to Congressman; elected district attorney; 18 years in Wisconsin
State Assembly; Assembly Speaker;
Tax Appeals Commissioner; Uniform
Laws Commissioner. This breadth of
experience is unprecedented.

I've been a litigator and prosecutor at Wisconsin's Dep~rtment
of Justice since 1989, serving under
Attorneys General from both parties.
My legal experience includes constitutional, appellate, civil litigation,
environmental prosecution, administrative and some criminal law. I've
argued numerous cases in circuit
courts, the Wisconsin Supreme Court
and Wisconsin Court of Appeals. I
graduated with honors from UW
Law School (1988), Yale (BA 1974),
Princeton (MA 1976). I was a law
clerk for Chief Judge Barbara Crabb,
and interned for Chief Justice Shirley
Abrahamson. I've taught at the UW
Law School since 1990 and volunteered in many legal and community
venues

What procedural or legislative
changes might improve the operations of the court?

The Supreme Court hears and decides
many controversial issues. The members of 'the court have strong views.
Disagreements among justices have
always existed, are inevitable, and
not inappropriate. What is essential,
however, is that disagreements are
handled with collegiality and mutual
respect that recognizes the constitutional role of the chief justice and the
role of other justices, and encourages
all justices to participate and contribute to the betterment of the whole.
Public squabbling demeans the court.
To assure that the court achieves its
maximum potential, we should seek
an objective evaluation by neutral,
impartial observers and experts.

JoAnne Kloppenburg:
Born: Connecticut (age 57)
Current Position: Assistant Attorney
General; teaches at UW Law School
Education:
Undergraduate degree, Yale, 1974
Masters in public affairs, Princeton
University, 1976
JD, University of Wisconsin Law
School, 1988
Website: www.kloppenburgforjustice.com

What procedural or legislative
changes might improve the operations of the court?
It is imperative Wisconsin residents

have confidence in the Courts as
impartial and independent. That is
why public financing for Supreme
Court candidates who limit fundraising and spending is so important. The
effect of the law on people's lives is
profound and powerful. American
democracy is built upon our willingness to accept the decisions courts
reach as lawful, whether we agree
with those decisions or not. The huge
spending, the attack ads and partisanstyle tactics in Supreme Court campaigns undermine the confidence our
residents must have in courts and justices whose power and responsibility
are so great.

Questions and candidates' answers were taken from the website of the League of Women Voters, a non-partisan organization
which encourages participation in government and seeks to increase understanding of public policy (http:/ /www.lwvwi.org).
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SPORTS
Spring Training: The Ultimate Fan Experience
AUGUSTUS MARCELLINO-MERWIN
amarc54 3@uws p.edu

The beer is expensive~ the brats
are undercooked, and the sun is brutal. Little kids are either running into
you or hitting you in the back with
a stray baseball. Your favorite players stick around for five innings then
head into the clu_b house. You'd be
lucky to go to a game and even know
the first name of the starting pitcher.
Yet there is a certain allure to
Major League Spring Training that is
unlike any other in the realm of sports.
It is undoubtedly the most fan friendly
event you can attend. An eight dollar
ticket gets you access to virtually any
seat in the house. You can lay· a blanket down in the outfield lawn and sit
dµ-ectly behind stars like Ryan Braun,
Josh Hamilton, and Jason Heyward.
You can slip down to the first row and
come within feet of Albert Pujols, Alex
Rodriguez, or Joe Mauer.
You have free reign to wander a
ball park that is something between
Wrigley Field and the playground
down the street that you grew up
with. None of the parks are the gar. gantuan cement cathedrals that pop
up out of the asphalt jungle. Many are .
nestled within residential areas just
like any Target or Walmart, and have
a maximum occupancy to match.
You still need to pay $6.50 per beer
and you still need to spend ten bucks
to get a hamburger and fries. A souvenir bat for your little sister and a hat
for your dad will still cost you $40.
But the best souvenirs are the ones
that don't cost you anything but your
time; and its time well spent. Things
like a catcher warming up a pitcher in
the bullpen. One's a 25-year-old kid
who got invited to ~amp and hopes to
make it big.
The other is a 40-year-old coming
off shoulder surgery, hoping he can
resurrect the ability that got him there
· in the first place. But to a nine-year-old
who vacationed down to Phoenix with
his family, they' re not just a brokendown pitcner and an unproven catcher.
Those two men are heroes. They are
who he wants to be. And when that
bullpen session is over and that catcher
tosses the ball up to that kid, the young
man instantly has a new favorite player, and his trip has been made. ·
One of the greatest features that
fans get with spring training is the
access to the players. To established
stars these games are just another
workout. To young guys trying to
break out of the minors these games
make or break a career. But regardless
if it's the face of the franchise or a no
name from Double A, both players are
equally .obliged to sign autographs.
With the relaxed atmosphere of Spring
Training come the relaxed attitudes of
the players.
When the starters get pulled many
of them spend another inning just
signing autographs along the foul line.

There are those who sign a few and
jog into the clubhouse to shower and
change. And .there are others who stay
for as long as it takes for the crowd in
front of them to slowly dissipate until
that last kid walks away smiling with
his signed ball.
Spring Training gives baseball
fans the chance to see teams play
that they otherwise would probably
never get to see. Having teams from
the American League and National
League just minutes away allows for
a new experience each day. You can
watch the Royals play the Indians
at beautiful Surprise Stadium; the
next day you can drive to Scottsdale
and see the Diamondbacks play in
the Fenway Park of Spring Training
facilities. A different field, a different
team every day. Your favorite players
from around the league, regardless of
team, are just a highway drive away.
For some players the games don't
mean a thing. For others, these games
can be the difference between floundering in the minors and making a name
in the majors. For some fans the games
don't mean a thing. For others, they
can be the difference between sitting at
home with pizza for dinner, or doing
something meaningful and fun. To a
corporate executive who gets the tickets for free these games could be just a
'place to sit with a drink after work and
talk about work. For a divorced father
with two young kids and a tattoo shop,
to run these games are an opportunity to spend some time with the most
important people in his life.
This is the place where he gets to
sit back and watch as they run and
play, make friends and make memories. And for a dad there are few
greater things in life than the feeling
that his kids are genuinely happy.
The games don't count in the
·record books. The players might never
be seen again under the big lights.
The au'tographs you get will fade. But
the majesty of baseball will forever
be rooted inside you, and it will be
apparent every time Spring Training
gets brought up in a conversation. The
passion that resonates from your voice
will easily convey the memories that
you made. Memories that will live on
because you took something from a
game that means nothing.

Photos by Augustus Marcellino-Merwin

Spring training starts up for the Brewers in Arizona.
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SPORTS
India beats Pakistan by 2 9 runs in cricket
World Cup semi-final match
SETH HOFFMEISTER
shoff583@uwsp.edu

It is well known that India
and Pakistan's relations have been
rocky at best since the 1940's, but
diplomacy took a different form
on Wednesday when the two countries faced off in the Cricket World
Cup Semi.:Finals. It was the first
time the two teams have played in
either of their own countries since
2008, when Pakistan based militants
allegedly attacks Mumbai, India.
More than a billion people
were thought to have been watching Wednesday's match played in
Mohali, India. In attendance was the·
Prime Minister of India, Ma.r:unohan
Singh, and Pakistani Prime Minister
Yousuf Raza Gilani. While sports
matches between rival nations has
ended in riot and even war in the
past, this match proved to be a step
forward for the two nations. The
two leaders shook hands before the
match, and Singh hosted a dinner in
honor of his guest, Gilani.
People across the world hold
Cricket as high as Americans do ,
baseball. The World Cup SemiFinals is normaIIy a big deal, but
since it was between these two rival
nuclear nations, there was a particular excitement in the air. Before
the game, excitement in the two
nations was at an all time high.
flags, banners, and posters 'could
be seen everywhere in pre game
celebrations for the match.
During the game, the two countries were practically at a standstill. It would be like the NFC
Championship if the Packers and

the Vikings were playing.
One Cricket fan, Omar Ehtisham
Anwar, told Reuters news agency,
"There is no way I would miss even
a second of this match- I will try to
not even blink during the game."
This appears to be a milestone
in the relations between the two
nations, because even though India
won by 29 runs and Pakistan's season is over, the people of Indi~

and Pakistan seem to have been
united by the game. Before the
match, Indian supporter Ravi Ansal
told the AFP ne:ws agency, "We
do not have any animosity toward
the Pakistani team. They are a fine
team and if India go on to loose the
semi-final, I will cheer for Pakistan
in the final." That is something that
would never be said by a Packer fan
about the Vikings.

Whether or not this marks a
new beginning in relations between
the two nations or is simply a pause
in hostilities for now, the game
of Cricket has taken one of the
most intense, hostile national rivalries and brought the governments
and the people of the two nations
together.
India will go on to play Sri Lanka
in the Final match Saturday in
Mumbai. Cricket, popular worldwide, particularly in former British
Colonies, is a game similar to baseball, with two wickets, flat paddles,
and bowlers instead of three bases,
bats, and pitchers.
Cricket, although nowhere near
the popularity of baseball, has a
small but loyal following in the
United States. If you're inspired by
what is being described by the BBC
as "Cricket Diplomacy," then start
playing; it's a great game and easy
to get the materials needed to play.
American Cricket enthusiast and team India supporter Bill
Scherkenbach said after the game
Wednesday, "I am very very happy
to see my team go on to the finals,
I know it'll be a very very good
game. This is an inspiring game.
I liked cricket before, but the cooperation between the two nations
truly proves that this is a wonderful
sport. I can't wait to take on the
Golden Ducks this summer in the
Manitou Cricket Championship circuit."

''There is no way I would miss even a second of this
tnatch - I will try to not even blink during the game.''

India flag

Pakistan flag
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POINTLIFE
Save a Life ·with Marrow
JOSEPH GORZEK
jgorz247@uwsp.edu

What comes· to mind when you
think of someone who saves lives?
Firefighters rushing · into a house
engulfed in flames? A SWAT team
that fearlessly penetrates an enemyinfested building to save hostages?
Superman? What about bone marrow donors?
Although firefighters, SWAT
teams and Superman are all exceptionally tough and brave people, any
average Joe can save somebody's life,
and at no risk to his own. Nearly
any healthy 18-60 year old can save
lives by registering as a bone marrow
donor.
Registration is easy; get a quick
mouth swab, complete .a form, and
you've become one of millions that
. are available to help someone in need
of a bone marrow transplant. That
someone could be a 5 year-old child

can always decline. If you are still
committed to donating there are two
possibilities.
The first and easiest way doesn't
involve any surgery. You take a drug
that enhances the number of your
bone marrow cells. After 5 days
you get hooked up to a machine that
removes the extra bone marrow cells
in your bloodstream and simultaneously returns the remaining blood
back to you. Congratulations, you've
just saved a life!
The second option is surgical, but
you won't even need stitches afterwards. A small amount of marrow is
removed from your pelvic bone and
after 4 to 6 weeks your body will completely replace whatever bone marrow was lost.
Donatipg bone marrow benefits
more people than just the recipient.
It is an act of extreme generosity
helping you and the donor to grow
as a person. It is an act of kindness

Donating bone marrow benefits
so many more people than just the
recipient. It is an act of extreme
generosity helping you. and the
donor to grow as a person.
with leukemia, a mom with multiple myeloma, or a close friend who
has cancer. Whatever the case, you
just might be the only person in the
whole world who matches their specific DNA gene, and the only person
that can save.their life.
All the firefighters, SWAT teams
and even Superman won't be able to
save that person (Superman comes
from Krypton), only you can, the
compatible donor.
If someone in need of a transplant
matches your specific DNA gene, you
get asked if you still want to be a
donor. Registering isn't a contract,
so if you don't feel comfortable you

towards all the people who care for
and love the person receiving the
transplant. And it is a profound gift
to every single person in the future
that gets positively impacted by the
transplant recipient.
This upcoming Monday, April 4,
is an opportunity for you to register
as a bone marrow donor. The registry will be held from 8 a.m. until 4
p.m. in the DUC Laird room. I urge
everyone to register and I hope that
one day you can become someone's
Superman.
Feel free to contact me with any
questions about this event, or contact
the representative of Be The Match
RegistrySM, Kelli, at (920) 419-3802.

Secret's~·out about
Postsecret event
MADISON HEID
mhe1d209@uwsp.edu

Many people have made Postsecret
a routine part of their Sunday. Now,
they will be able to see the creator in
person and find out about University
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point students'
secrets.

happy something like this is coming to
UWSP.
"Even if the postcard was sent
in by a stranger, you may still have
a connection to it in some way," said
Diekroeger. "It's a vehicle for people
to communicate and an opportunity
for people to share their thoughts and
emotions."

"Even if the -postcard was sent in
stranger, you may still have a connection to it in some way," said Diekroeger.
The event will be on Wednesday,
Once the event is finished, Warren
April 13, at 7 p.m. in the Dreyfus . will stay and sign books that will be
University Center Laird Room. The sold at the event. There is no official
event is first come first served, and it is end time for it, and he will stay as
free to the public.
long as he has to. He has compiled 5
Frank Warren founded the blog in books, and the majority of them are
2005, and it was created for people to best-sellers.
anonymously share secrets they have
"This is such a unique opportunity,
never shared before through postcards. and it's not a usual event on college
Bonnie Schwab, a senior Business campuses," Diekroeger said.
Administration and Music major, is the
Bri Tarpey, a junior communication
special events and volunteer coordina- major, will be attending the event.
tor at DWSP.
"I want to go to the event because
"(Postsecret] fosters a sense of com- I've been reading PostSecret for years
munity and focuses on the idea that and I think it's an awesome idea," said
we're all connected, even though sepa- Tarpey. "I've heard that Frank is an
rately everyone has his or her worries," amazing motivational speaker and I
Schwab said.
really want to hear everything he talks
S!::hwab was the perso~ who took about and everything he has to say
the initiative to try and get Postsecret about what goes on behind the scenes."
to come to UWSP and she started with
Tarpey thinks that an event like
contacting Warren's agent.
this will help people, especially in our
"I wanted to see how much money age group, deal with struggle.
it would cost to bring him in because
"We've all been or had friends that
I've been following Ppstsecret since are depressed, especially as high school
high school," said Schwab. "I then students or college kids 'finding ourstarted asking around student organi- selves' or dealing with heartbreak, so I
~tions and academic apartments for think he's very relatable," Tarpey said.
donations."
She said her secret is very general,
This event will involve more than and is probably one that most people
sharing postcards. Warren will talk have, and looks forward to what others
about the history of the blog, some of have to say.
the more controversial postcards, and
For more information about this
· then invite UWSP students to share event, check out http:/ /www.facebook.
their own secrets.
com/ event.php?eid=149112735143360.
Greg Diekroeger, who is the assistant director of campus activities, is

Political upheaval showcased at NFAC
.
NATE ENWALD
nenwa I 28@uwsp.edu

This week the Noel Fine Arts
Center, "Another Voice: Political
Illustration of the Late 20th Century"
art gallery is showing.
University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point's gallery curator Caren Heft
organized the gallery that has been
exhibiting works by Ralph Steadman,
who became famous for his book
cover illustrations for the controversial political and sociological writer

Hunter S. Thompson.
The gallery's main focus is art
depicting the political upheavals of
the last 40 years, during which political illustrators · were under a lot ·of
pressure to conform to their editor's
view of what was ocr:eptable for publication.
Since the 1960' s, the art world has
been no stranger to political and civil
unrest. The civil rights movement,
Vietnam, and economical exploration
of the working class has led to stunning and monumental illustrations
voicing those concerns.

Much of the art produced by
artists Hke Steadman, Carl Dunn,
Michael Duffy, and Brad Holland
among many others were producing
works that got censored.
"In the few years that I worked
at the Times, I came to realize a significant level of frustration among
illustrators, especially in terms of
making art and what was permitted
by the editors," said Patrick JB Flynn,
founder and national curator of th~
Another Voice exhibition.
Flynn also said that after the

United States survived the changes
of the country moved into the era
of disco and government corruption, setting the stage for these political
illustrators to weigh-in during wildly
erratic times.
The exhibit, sponsored in part by
the UNI College of Humanities and
Fine Arts, has made its way across the
nation from the Carolinas to Memphis,
UW-Madison to UW-Stevens Point.
For more information on the
Another Voice exhibit visit www.
anothervoice.org
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Now renting 2011/2012
school year
3b dr
.
e oom, 2 bath apartments
for groups of 3-4. Includes
rwasher/.dryer(not coin), frig,
ange, nucrowave, dishwaher
closet space, patio or balcony.'
free parking. Apartments are'
d1rctly on school b
7 .
us route(6nunutes to campus). Rents
start at $850/month for a 12
month lease. Semester leases
also available Startin
$1500/
g at
sem. Call Mac at 715340-9858
For Rent:
4 bedroom and 6 bedroom
$283 or $261 per month per
person
9 or 12 month lease
Call 715-340-7285 or
pauJw@charter.net
Available Fall 20U
Spacious 1,2,3 and 4 bedroom
duplex apartments. All cle
well ma· tain
an,
m
ed, close to
c~pus with parking. Most
with laundry and ara e
space. (715) 677.388 [ ~ .
stevenspointrentals.net

1, 2,3 and 4 bedroom h
.
.
ousmg
ava!lable for the 2011
summer and school year
Contact Dave at 715 341 0826
/ cell 715 252 8832
or w~w.sprangerrentals.com
to view what's available.
Summer Housing
Across from Old Main at
1117 Fremont St N·
.
be
· ice single
drooms, each with cable/
.
computer
Jacks and individually k ed
dead bolt locks
ey
· Central AC.
$450 plus Utilities for entire
summer. 715-341-2865 or
- dbkurtenbach@charter.net.

Immediate opening for a lease in a 2-bedroo 1
room
b th
m, and 1/2
a townhouse 1 block fro
campus A Ii
m
di h
.
PP ances include
s washer and laundry. Heat
and water included. Call 715341-4455.

Newer 6 bedroom townh
1/2 bl
ouse
ock from campus 2 &
1/2 baths, 1st floor lau~dry,
d1shwas_her, free heat & parking, available fall 20ll
Call Mike@ (715) 572-1402.
Pointer Place .,.
h
,own omes
or groups of 5 or 6, new! ,
constructed in Fall 2008 fr y .
heat, large single bed , ee
2 'h
rooms
baths, washer & d
,
1525.00/semester/
ryer
Pictures and inf
person.
.
o at www
pomterplace.com or 252-6169
or 340-0381.
f

University Lake Apartm

ents
2011;2012
3 Bedroom A
B
partments, 1.5
ath'. Responsive mana ers
Starting . at $2601
g ,
son
. month/per. Contact Brian at 715-3409858 or brianm2662@
.
gmall.
com.

ACROSS

..

For Rent
2 BR. Very spacious Apt,
Ava!lable June l, 20ll, ·
Washer/ Dryer hook.
Park·
up,
.
mg, water/sewer
included, close to campus
(715) 570-6600
'

1· CRUISING VESSEL
6· STITCHED
11· RECIPE ABBR.
14· CAUSING GOOSE BUMPS
15- DECLAIM
16· SPRING MO.
1rCOME UP
18- MORE PLEASANT
19· AUSSIE HOPPER
.20· EXPRESS GRATITUDE
22· PERSON WHO DRESSES
STONES
24· PERSON WHO WATCHES
28· CHECKING OUT,
AS BEFORE A ROBBERY •
·29· HARDENS
30· REPASTS
32· DERIDE
33- _ UNO ORANG
35- ARCHIPELAGO PART
39· IOWA CITY
40· "TREASURE ISLAND"
MONOGRAM
41- DOG-POWERED SNOW
VEHICLE
42· BUST MAKER
43· CONGER CATCHER
45· DURATION
46· GUT COURSE
48· PERSON WITH A
COOL JOB?
50· HERB
53· BENUMBS
54- MUSE OF LYRIC
POETRY
55· CHANGE FOR THE
BETTER
57" BIG BANG CAUSE.
58· BOSTON AIRPORT
60- CATERPILLAR RIVAL
_ 65· COUNTRY BORDERED
BY CANADA AND MEXICO
66· CONSUMERS
6r RELATIVE BY MARRIAGE
68· LETTE~S 0~ A
CARDINAL'S CAP
69· OPEN A TENNIS MATCH
70· 'MINE EXCAVATION

Off-Gunpus Housing
• Hundreds of Listings
50+ different landlords
www.offcampushousing.info
Reasonable 2, 3, 4,5 Bedroom
Homes Near UWsp Cam
pus.
715-340-0062

DOWN
1-'AFFIRMATIVE REPLY
LINGUS
2·
3-DERNIER_
4· "_AND HERS"
5· PREPARE TO EAT,
IN AWAY
6· ECHOLOCATION
7- " - BROCKOVICH"
8-VERY BAO
9· HOT TlME IN PARIS
10· PERTAINING TO
THE SKIN
11- FOOT BONES
12· SOUP UTENSIL
13· FORK
21- PIANIST.MYRA
23· AIDED
24- CANVAS-LIKE FABRIC
25- INNER SELF (JUNG)
26· THICK FLESHY
UNDERGROUND STEM
'2]" SEMILUNAR
28· ENGINE PART
30· MUSLIM TEACHER
31· GAELIC LANGUAGE
OF IRELANO.OR
SCOTLAND
34· DEUCE TOPPER
36· THIN GLUTINOUS MUD
37" GENEVA'S LAKE
38· PERFECT PLACES
43 IMMIGRANT'S SUBJ.
44· NOTHING, IN NANTES
47- GREEK GOD OF
THE WINDS
49· WOOLEN BRAID
50· UNBORN CHILD
51- DADAIST MAX
2· BIRTH-RELATED
53-COMPACT
55· ANTIQUING AGENT
56· SPORTSCASTER
.ALBERT
59· SUGAR SUFFIX
61• MED. SPECIAL'rY
62· "HOLD ON TIGHT"

BAND
63· BLAME
64- FEMALE SH.EEP

